A Methodology to Analyze Handwritten MODI Character in Digital Image
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Abstract: This paper presents the comprehensive analysis of handwritten character Recognition of MODI script. The conversion of a handwritten character into the machine-readable format is nothing but a Handwritten Character Recognition Process. MODI document is available in many fields like Art, Commerce, Social Studies, Health Care, etc. The handwritten character of MODI script is cursive in nature, because of this reason the difficulties level is increase to identify the correct MODI handwritten characters. This research paper showcases the proposed methodology to analyze the handwritten MODI character from a digital image. This proposed methodology deals with the MODI character within the image and it will be used for MODI script transliteration. The latest research in Handwritten Character Recognition has used different types of method, classifiers, and features to reduce the complexity of recognizing handwritten text. In addition, this research paper analyses the different segmentation techniques of Image Processing, which is useful in character identification and mapping. The current paper is categorized into three sections. In First Section is the Introduction of MODI script, Steps of Second Section is the proposed methodology for MODI character Recognition. And in Third Section the Conclusion based on proposed methodology is mention.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In last few decades, the use of digital handwritten documents has been attracting the many fields like translation/transliteration, analysis of character, data security, pattern recognition, emotional computing and many more. It has grown from the dream to reality. The different application read the handwritten characters from many sources like image, word or pdf documents very accurately. But the most important aspect to learn different handwritten documents is to gain different methodology, strategy, which was used by many researchers those who was worked on the handwritten documents and still the work is going on. In this proposed research paper the basic ideas for analysing the Digital Handwritten documents and methodology has collected which is use to read the particular handwritten character. The need of analysing this methodology is that it may use for transliterating the ancient script into the primary language of the particular region. In this current section of the research paper the introduction of the Ancient script like MODI script has described, also different steps of pattern recognition and types of handwritten character segmentation has discussed.
I.A MODI SCRIPT
MODI script is a Cursive type of writing which is type of the Devanagari script. MODI script documents reveal all significance of not only social, political, cultural but also in artistic activity of the past. The use of MODI manuscripts is primarily reflect in Marathi language and Gujarati language which principally used in western part of India states Maharashtra and Guajarati respectively. Also the essence of MODI script is reflect in Urdu, Kannada, and Hindi [2]. MODI script has 32 vowels and vowels Diacritics, 34 consonant letters and 10 Numerals [3][4].

![Fig 1. Vowels and Vowels Diacritics](image1)

![Fig 2. MODI Consonants](image2)

![Fig 3. MODI Numerals](image3)
MODI script writing style is cursive. Which has different section, one character of MODI script is written in four lines. These line are called as Rafer Line or Topmost Line (Urdhwarekha), Head Line or Start/End (Shirolekha), Base Line or Foot Line (Padarekha), Rukar Line or Extreme Bottom Line (Talarekha). Following Diagram show the one word written in MODI Script which is lies in between four Lines[1][5][6].

---

Rafar Line (Urdhwarekha)

माणी

Head Line (Shirolekha)

Base Line (Padarekha)

Rukar Line (Talarekha)

---

**Fig. 4. MODI Script Character Writing Structure**

### 1.B STEPS OF PATTERN RECOGNITION TECHNIQUE

Pattern Recognition is the science of categorization of acquired input in to its identifiable, which have significant features, or attributes of the data. Pattern Recognition is about presumption the unidentifiable attributes of an observation like zero or one, black or white, ON or OFF. This characteristic of Pattern Recognition is helpful in ancient script character recognition. The Pattern Recognition is basically related with the description and analysis of different values taken from any physical or logical processes. Like accumulating raw data from different sources and take predefined action or proposed action.

The Pattern Recognition Technique has sub steps like Data acquisition, Processing (Pre and Post), Data Segmentation, Feature Extraction, classification of data. These all steps are respectively related to input section, processing section and output section. The following diagram shows the all steps of Pattern Recognition Technique [7][8].

---

**Fig. 5. Steps of Pattern Recognition Technique**
I.C SEGMENTATION TECHNIQUES

The Segmentation is most significant section of the Digital image processing and it is widely used in character identification. Also in the Digital Image processing, text extraction is crucial phase to analyse the handwritten text. Generally, the segmentation technique helps to identify the cursive type of handwritten characters by applying various segmentation techniques. The Image segmentation is depends on pixel arrangement of the characters. The final expected output based on handwritten text images can be achieves through the pass different levels of text segmentations. These levels are line segmentation, word segmentation and character segmentation. The sequence of these segmentation levels can be customized according to the demand of the application. The purpose and demand of all these segmentation levels are different. The following diagram show the levels of segmentation with its purpose.

![Levels of Text Segmentation with purpose](image)

### I.C.1 LINE SEGMENTATION

Line segmentation is Initial and most significant level of text based image segmentation. Through the line segmentation, not only the unlevelled text character is arranged properly but also it can be useful for the identification of character and translate that character in to subsequent languages or script. In line segmentation, technique the scanning is started from left to right and top to down. Because of horizontal scanning the intensity of each and every pixel is tested. After intensity testing the text character are, dissect in to the small groups. The individual group of the character is represented the individual content of the entire image. These contents of particular text character can be projected vertically or horizontally. The sub methods of the line segmentation are Baseline detection and skew correction.[9,10]

### I.C.2 WORD SEGMENTATION

After the completion of line segmentation, the next level is Word Segmentation. Word Segmentation do the separation of the string of text of character into small parts and this is a primary character of that separated character. The whole scanning is starting from the left side and ends on the right side of handwritten documents. Simultaneously it is also scan the pixel row by pixel row with the proper intensity of the pixel. In the word segmentation, two sub-methods are considered in Text-based Word Segmentation steps are word skew correction and Word Identification that are responsible for
correcting the angle of handwritten documents and identify the correct word from the Respective database.

In addition, the word segmentation step of text segmentation deals with two procedure. First procedure is Distance Computation, which is computing the distances of adjacent components in the text line images. Second procedure is the represent the classification of previously computed distances as either inter-word distances or inter-character distances.[11,12]

### I.C.3 CHARACTER SEGMENTATION

At the last stage of the Text segmentation, the text has segmented based on the characters hence it is referred as character segmentation. The overall procedure of the Character segmentation is work similarly like word segmentation. This stage reveals the character skew correction which is correct the angle of the handwritten character and Ligature Removal is responsible for the Removing the join character.[10]

### II. METHODOLOGY FOR MODI CHARACTER RECOGNITION

The overall methodology of MODI script character recognition is separated into seven different steps. The fig no. 7 illustrates the working of overall methodology of MODI script character recognition diagrammatically. The Whole methodology will start from the physical environment. In Physical environment phase, the actual system is in the ideal state, which is ready to take the input from specific ways. The second phase of a methodology will responsible for acquiring the MODI script handwritten document, which has input files. The format for the input files are any one of type images like .jpg, .jpeg, and .png has been taken.

While inputting the files it may have a chance, the inputted files have less quality of character or line. So the third block of the proposed block diagram of ODI script character recognition is answerable to the eliminating the variability that is inherent in printed words. It eliminating the overlapping characters, overlapping lines, neither parallel nor at right angles to a specified or implied lines or characters, background noise, etc.
The fourth block of a proposed block diagram of MODI Character Recognition is Segmentation. In the proposed methodology line Segmentation is used for recognizing the MODI character. The writing style of MODI character is cursive and in every word of MODI character the Headline is common this Headline is called as Shirolekha[]. After segmented the Headline of single MODI word the next segmentation is prepared through the shortest path of a graph of the grey level image is generated.

The Fifth block of a Described Methodology is the Feature Extraction. This block uses the segmented data for the match with the existing data, which is mapped and transfer to the next step. After the Feature Extraction Post Processing block of the proposed methodology is there. This block checks the final transliteration of the MODI script remove the noise from the data if it has. Moreover, in the final block, the output is display on the screen.

### III. CONCLUSION

In this research, paper as discussed the proposed methodology for analysing the MODI character from Digital images brings a conclusion that the proposed methodology uses the segmentation technique like line segmentation, which appropriately segmented the MODI characters. After segmentation, it applies the shortest path of a graph of the grey level image and transfers the segmented character for data mapping to the feature extraction section of a methodology. Because of the writing style of writing the MODI alphabets in the proposed research paper the line segmentation method of separation of MODI character is chosen. The current stage of research methodology is portrayed that the analysing of MODI characters from the Digital images will be performed well for the limited characters of MODI script. There is a scope for improving the features in
proposed methodology. Hence at the initial stage, a simple yet effective methodology for the analysing and segmentized the MODI character from the digital images have been delineated.
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